
 
 SLSC IR 50/50 Rimfire Bench Rest Match  

July 3, 2016  
Weather: Calm, cool and crisp...perfect for rimfire! 

  
A large and enthusiastic group of shooters showed up for this month’s IR5050 match, enough to fill all 
the non-platform benches even with the threat of rain, but the showers held off and the cool calm 
conditions made for excellent shooting and excellent scores.  And what better way to celebrate the July 
4th weekend than putting several boxes of 22LR downrange? 
 
Joe Mund and Mark Swierczek battled it out for top shot but Mark pulled away with a high single score 
of 247-6X and took the overall win with a three-target combined score of 729-12X.  Junior shooter 
Gunnar Focht kept the heat on for second place with an impressively high single score of 230-4X on his 
final string but Joe Mund held him off on the three-target aggregate by just two points!  Watch out for 
Gunnar at future matches...he just keeps getting better...   
 
Mary Picard and Joe Maida battled it out for Sporter supremacy, with Mary taking the win with a three-
target combined score of 635-2X and a high single score of 215-1X.  And first-time shooter Dave Cooper 
showed up too late to shoot the first relay but made an impressive showing on strings two and three 
especially for his first time out...watch out for Dave at future matches!   Results for all shooters are listed 
below: 
 

Match Results 
 

Place Class Shooter Score 1 X Score 2 X Score 3 X Total X 

1 10.5 Mark Swierczek  239 3 243 3 247 6 729 12 

2 13.5 Joe Mund 227 2 226 3 227 0 680 5 

3 10.5 Gunnar Focht 221 1 227 1 230 4 678 6 

4 Sporter Mary Picard 207 0 213 1 215 1 635 2 

5 Sporter Joe Maida 183 0 192 0 164 0 539 0 

6 10.5 Dave Cooper --- - 202 0 213 1 --- - 

 
Thank to Match Director Jim Drasgow for briefing the shooters, running the line and scoring the targets 
(see pictures on the next page).  And thanks to everyone for coming out and keeping the competition 
tight.  The next IR5050 match is scheduled for the August 7th, so there’s plenty of time to tune up your 
rifle and join us at the range.  See you then! 
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